
FeatureForm widget 

The API allows users to view and edit feature attributes. 
This widget is the first in a suite of widgets that will 
constitute the full 4.x editing experience. Each editable 
attribute has an auto generated UI based on the data 
type for a smooth editing experience.

Sketching update: Add and remove vertices

The API introduces the ability to edit polyline and 
polygon geometries by adding or deleting existing 
vertices. As an enhancement exclusive to the 4.x API, it 
is possible to undo/redo at the vertex level in addition 
to completed geometries.

Feature Layer updates

The API has added support for querying related 
features as well as adding, deleting and updating 
feature attachments in feature layers. In addition, similar 
to the CSV layer, when user creates a feature layer with 
a client-side data source (i.e. using a feature collection) 
he can perform the full spectrum of spatial, attribute 
and statistical queries.

Take a screenshot of a 3D SceneView

Using SceneView.takeScreenshot() user can now create 
a screenshot of the view and export it as an image. 
Different options like image format, quality, aspect ratio 
or image size can be specified.

ArcGIS API for JavaScript 
packs a punch with the new 

FeatureForm widget for 
attribute editing, drawing 
enhancements to include 

geometry reshaping, 
broader WebGL support, 

2D and 3D navigation using 
game controllers and much 

more with Update 4.9.

What’s new in 
ArcGIS API 4.9 
for JavaScript

TECHNOLOGY 
UPDATE
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Broader WebGL support for 2D mapping

WebGL is now the default drawing mechanism for 
FeatureLayer, CSVLayer and StreamLayer in MapView. 
This includes support for all versions of ArcGIS Enter-
prise and ArcGIS Online as well as feature collections. 

Rendering graphics in WebGL has resulted in the far 
more rapid display of both small and large datasets. 
The number of features that can be displayed, while 
still maintaining a high level of performance, went from 
tens of thousands to hundreds of thousands.

Gamepad and 3D mouse navigation

The API now includes support for navigation in 2D 
and 3D using any Standard Gamepad or 3Dconnexion 
device. In both MapView and SceneView the user can 
navigate with gamepad or 3Dconnexion devices. He/
she can use them to view and explore maps and scenes. 

Smart Mapping updates

The ArcGIS API has added four new renderer creator 
methods for generating Arcade-based renderers:

Predominance — allows you to color a layer’s features 
based on which attribute among a set of competing 
numeric attributes wins or beats the others in total count.

Relationship - renderers allow user to explore the rela-
tionship of two numeric fields using color.

 £ Age with color
 £ Age with size

Age Renderers will generate a renderer based on the 
age of the features as determined by the date field(s).

An optimised approach to working with CORS

CORS support has been enhanced in this version of 
API. The primary reason behind this is the move to 
WebGL becoming the primary way the API handles 
working with graphics.

Beginning in this version, the API assumes CORS 
support in web servers. 

Widget Updates

BasemapGallery widget

The BasemapGallery widget now disables incompat-
ible basemaps in 2D, the same way as they were always 
treated in 3D. 

Rendering graphics in WebGL 
has resulted in the far more rapid 
display of both small and large 
datasets. The number of features 
that can be displayed went from 
tens of thousands to hundreds of 
thousands.
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